
A lot of times we get caught up in what’s happening ,  instead of focusing
on our journey.We often tend to want to take control and focus on our
responsibilit ies .
However ,  i t  is important to let go and have communication with the
universe .Why is it  important to let go? 
When we release ,  we have a grasp of what we want .  We need to stop
focusing on our situations and stop putting pressure on the things that
we try to manifest .  
I t  is important to tell  the universe what we want ,  and then to take
inspired action.  Ensure that you are in spirit  with your manifestations by
showing up or taking action ,  however small .  
After that ,  you let it  go and let the universe take over .  Take step one and
then let the universe help you to the next step .  Allow your spirit  guides
to take you past dead ends .  
Often we not only have a vision ,  but also the path to getting there .  Hold
onto the vision ,  and let go of the idea of "getting there"so you can let the
process unfold .  
Understanding your feelings helps you to be emotionally intell igent .
When you own your emotions ,  you get to decide how to deal with them.
We need emotions to get to where we desire .  
Being able to share the credit :  referring to your past to see all  of the
things that you did not notice ,  all  of which had to work out for you to be
where you are .  A lot of l itt le the things had to go right for you to be you.
This will  make you realize that a lot of things that happen are out of our
awareness/ability .  
Be able to trust your team: the sole mission of your spirit  guides is to
ensure that you graduate to the next level of being.  Trusting them to be
there for you in the hardest moments will  give you peace .
Letting go: being able to trust yourself to receive the signs and get the
synchronicities .  People tend to have self-worth blocks which may deter
you from receiving the signs ,  or acting on them. We often forget that we
are beings alike ,  just as the sun,  moon,  wind,  oceans etc .  we recognize the
beauty of them, but forget about how beautiful we are .
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We need to forget about l imiting beliefs ,  which are the things that we
have carried as a society.  
We come into the world as children who believe in ourselves ,  and we
are tasked with undoing societal damage to believe in ourselves again.
At the core ,  we are all  l ight beings .  Getting to a high level frequency
requires intention ,  forgiveness ,  and inner healing for the divine
feminine .  
After this ,  we are able to step into our highest selves and express
ourselves in the most authentic way. This is when our guides are able
to communicate .
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